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The alternate SOA (DPS) position is vacant. 4May11:  The alternate for SOA DPS was transferred leaving the position 
vacant.

4-May-11 1-Dec-11

Both the primary and alternate DOD - US Air Force 
JBER positions are vacant.

5Feb14:  The alternate for the DOD-JBER has retired leaving the position 
vacant.
16Apr14:  Notified by Bill Mitchell he will no longer be handling UC duties.

5-Feb-14 1-Jun-14

The alternate BLM/USF&WS position is vacant 7Apr14:  Mr Lewis informed the OMO he had changed jobs. 7-Apr-14 1-Aug-14

The alternate USARAK position is vacant 29Jul14:  Mr. Rich Garrett has been moved to the primary representative 
position; the alternate will be appointed upon arrival of the spectrum manager.

29-Jul-14 31-Dec-14

The primary Municipalities - Central position is 
vacant.

17Nov14:  Chief Mark Beals has resigned as the primary representative.  
Notification to the central agencies has been made and nominations are being 
sought.  Kenai Fire Chiefs Associations has provided their nominations.
29Dec14:  Chief Jeff Tucker concurred with the nominations as the AML 
representative; UC Chair will introduce a motion for EC approval at their 
January 15 meeting.
15Jan15:  Executive Council approved the appointment of Ms. Tammy Goggia 
as the primary Municipalities-Central representative and Assistant Chief Steve 
Boyle as the alternate Municipalities-Central representative.

11-Nov-14 CLOSED

60 ETS OMO UC Dual use of 
IC Zone & 
agency 
talkgroups 
during 
emergencies

During the Funny River fire many of the 3-channel 
sites were overwhelmed by the traffic.  It was 
discovered agencies were monitoring both the IC 
Zone channels and their local talkgroups at the 
same time.

4Jun14: Training is required for responding agencies advising them when they 
utilize the IC Zones on their mobiles and their local talkgroups on their 
portables, they are using up twice the available resources.
Update:  OMO is working the Kenai Peninsula Borough Emergency Manager 
to schedule a meeting with the fire chiefs for an AAR; tentatively scheduled for 
September.
21Aug14: Operations Manager and Training Coordinator met with Kenai Fire 
Chiefs and the KPB Emergency Coordinator for an AAR.  Awaiting 
publication of the final report to close item.

4-Jun-14 31-Dec-14
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